Max web width :350mm
Up to 350mm media width is available

On-the-fly feature allows for faster cutting speeds

Max web speed : 30m/m
Up to 30 meter can be cut in a minute

Laser Source(9.4 um)
Liquid Cooled, Galvano CO2 laser: 150 or 250-watt option available

Max roll diameter : 400 mm
Up to 400mm diameter media roll is available

Exclusive software
Laser spot size : 260 um
Smaller laser spot size allows for intricate designs to be cut

Life of laser : more than 10,000hours
The laser is consumable 3hours/day for 10years

Cut super long labels up to 1.2m long!

Additional functions are provided, including full
and half cuts, sheet die-cutting, marking,
etching, variable data and more!

Dimension : D3256x W1045 x H1558 mm /
1000 kg
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Laser Die-cutter

Cut 10,000 labels per hour before retooling

You won’t need to touch the system once it’s setup. Easily
cut 10,000 labels in under an hour

Save time and money with complete
finishing solution!

Unmatched consistency and performance

The lamination, laser die-cutting, matrix removal, in-line
slitting & dual rewinding functions convert printed label
stock into finished labels in one easy process saving time
and labor!

Equipped with automated web guide to correct media
alignment at the system operates. Smaller laser spot size
allows for clean, detailed cuts.

UPC’s? Consecutive Numbering? SKU’s?
Let the ANYCUT III do all the work!
With variable data integrated into the ANYCUT III’s
software, no job is too complex. Easily configure the
system to number, date, or mark any type of variable data
into your labels!

Touch Screen display and safety
control panel
Touch screen display makes operating
easier than ever, while safety controls
insure operator well-being
Matrix removal

Removes scrap for a
professional finish

Heavy Duty Slitting
Station
Slit media down to size
with inline slitting

Dual Rewinding System
Rewind multiple rolls after slitting
station with dual re-winders

Need more power or faster speeds?

The Anycut III can be equipped with either a 150-watt laser that can
cut at speeds up to 100ft (30m)/min or a 250-watt laser that can
reach speeds up to 150ft (45m)/min. Both lasers are liquid cooled for
consistent power and speed.

Want to set your labels apart?
Featuring specialty cutting functions such as kiss cuts,
half cuts, full cuts, marking, hatching, etching, burning,
and perforating; making your labels unique has never
been easier! Etch your business name or product details
directly onto the label for a one-of-a kind finish!

High Power Laser system
Equip either a 150 or 250-watt liquid
cooled laser for lightning fast speeds and
unrivaled power
Web guide sensor - edge sensor,
Line camera(Option)
Ensures pin-point registration and
consistent web path alignment for
sharp, crisp cuts

Unwinding system
High capacity un-winder means longer
runs and less down time

Lamination unit
Protect labels from
the harshest
elements with
lamination

